A concept of systolic dissemination of information in interconnection networks is presented, and the complexity of systolic gossip and broadcast in one-way (telegraph) and two-way (telephone) communication mode is investigated. The following main results are established:
Introduction
One of the most intensively investigated areas of computation theory is the study and comparison of the computational power of distinct interconnection networks as candidates for the use as parallel architectures for existing parallel computers. There are several approaches enabling to compare the e ciency and the \suitability" of di erent parallel architectures from distinct point of views. One extensively used approach deals with the possibility to simulate one network by another without any essential increase of computational complexity (parallel time, number of processors). Such an e ective simulation of a network A by a network B surely exists if the network A can be embedded into B (more details and an overview about this research direction can be found in MS90]). Another approach to measure the computational power of interconnection networks is to investigate which class of computing problems can be computed by a given class of networks. Obviously, this question is reasonable only by additional restrictions on the networks because each class of networks of unbounded number of processors (like paths, grids, complete binary trees, hypercubes, etc.) can recognize all recursive sets. These additional restrictions mostly restrict the time of computations (for example, to log 2 n by complete binary trees or to real time by paths) and/or the kind of computation assuring a regular ow of data in the given network. A nice concept for the study of the power of networks from this point of view has been introduced by Culik II et al. CGS84] , and investigated in IK84, CC84, IPK85, CSW84, CGS83, IKM85] . This concept considers classes of languages recognized only by systolic computations on the given parallel architecture (network) in the shortest possible time for a given network. The notion \systolic computation" has been introduced by Kung Ku79] , and it means that the computation consists only of the repetition of simple computation and communication steps in a periodic way. The reason to prefer systolic computations is based on the fact that each processor of a network executing a systolic algorithm works very regularly repeating only a short sequence of simple instructions during the whole computation. Thus, the hardware and/or software realization of systolic algorithms is essentially cheaper than the realization of parallel algorithms containing many irregularities in the data ow or in the behaviour of the processors. The last of the approaches mentioned here helping to search for the best (most e ective) structures of interconnection networks is the study of the complexity of information dissemination in networks (for an overview see HHL88, HKMP93] ). This approach is based on the observation that the realization of the communication (data ow between the processes) of several parallel algorithms on networks requires at least as much (or sometimes even more) time as the computation time of the processors. This means that the time spent with communication is an important parameter of the quality of interconnection networks. To get a comparison of networks from the communication point of view, the complexity of the realization of some basic communication tasks like broadcast (one processor wants to tell something to all other processors), accumulation (one processor wants to get some pieces of information from all other processors) or gossip (each processor wants to tell something to each other) is investigated for di erent networks. The aim of this paper is to combine the ideas of the last two approaches mentioned above to get a concept of systolic communication algorithms enabling to study the communicational e ectivity of networks when a very regular behaviour of each processor of the network is A i Ẽ for every i 2 f1; : : : ; kg, and if (x 1 ! y 1 ); (x 2 ! y 2 ) 2 A i and (x 1 ; y 1 ) 6 = (x 2 ; y 2 ) for some i 2 f1; : : : ; kg; then x 1 6 = x 2^x1 6 = y 2^y1 6 = x 2^y1 6 = y 2 (i.e. each A i is a matching in the directed graph (V;Ẽ)). If (u ! v) 2 A i for some i 2 f1; : : : ; kg, then it is assumed that the whole current knowledge of the node u is known to the node v after the execution of the i-th round A i .
b, two-way mode (also called telephone mode)
In two-way mode, in a single round, each node may be active only via one of its adjacent edges and if it is active then it simultaneously sends a message and receives a message through the given, active edge. Formally, let G be a network. A two-way communication algorithm for G is a sequence of rounds B 1 ; B 2 ; : : :; B r , where each round B j E, and for each i 2 f1; : : : ; rg; 8(x 1 ; y 1 ); (x 2 ; y 2 ) 2 B i : (x 1 ; y 1 ) 6 = (x 2 ; y 2 ) implies x 1 6 = x 2^x1 6 = y 1^y1 6 = y 2^x2 6 = y 1 (i.e. B i is a matching in G). If (u; v) The one-way complexity of the accumulation problem for G and v is a v (G) = min fc(A)jA is a one-way communication algorithm solving the accumulation problem for G and vg.
We de ne 5 b(G) = max fb v (G)jv 2 V g as the broadcast complexity of G, minb(G) = min fb v (G)jv 2 V g as the min-broadcast complexity of G, a(G) = max fa v (G)jv 2 V g as the accumulation complexity of G, and mina(G) = min fa v (G)jv 2 V g as the min-accumulation complexity of G. Obviously, each communication algorithm is k-systolic for some su ciently large k. But we want to consider k-systolic communication algorithms for xed k for some classes of networks. In this approach, k is a constant independent of the sizes of the networks of the class. This means that our k-systolic algorithms are simply realized by the repetition of a cycle of k simple instructions by any processor of the network.
The \periodic" gossip introduced in LR93b] is a special case of systolic gossip introduced above. The periodic communication is based on the coloring of edges in G, which means that each edge can be used at most once in one period (cycle). We are giving no restriction on the number of occurrences of an edge in the rounds of a period, and Section 4 shows that this can be helpful for designing quick communication algorithms. Moreover, the periodic communication based on coloring works for two-way communication mode only, i.e. the one-way mode was not considered in LR93b, LHL93] . Finally, the complexity of periodic gossip in LR93b, LHL93] is measured as the number of executed periods which gives only a rough estimation on the number of rounds su cient and necessary to solve the given communication problem. In our systolic concept we prefer to precisely measure the complexity of communication tasks as the number of rounds executed. This approach enables also a precise comparison of the systolic gossip and the general gossip. For some networks G we can even prove that r(G) = k]{sr(G) for some suitable constant k, i.e. that some optimal gossip algorithm can be systolized. We observe that each k-systolic algorithm uses (activates) at most k adjacent edges of every node of the network during the whole work of the algorithm. Thus, there is no reason to consider classes of networks like hypercubes and complete graphs, because a k-systolic algorithm can use only a subgraph of these graphs with the degree bounded by k. For this reason, we shall investigate systolic complexity of broadcast and gossip for constant-degree bounded classes of networks only. Our aim is not only to get some lower and upper bounds on the systolic broadcast and gossip complexity of some concrete networks, but also to compare the general complexities of unrestricted communication algorithms with the systolic ones. In this way, we can learn which is the price for our systolization, i.e. how many additional rounds are needed to go from an optimal broadcast (gossip) algorithm to an optimal systolic one. Our rst result shows that, in some sense, the broadcast complexity is the same as the systolic broadcast complexity for any network. hold. The idea of the proof of r(G) mina(G)+ minb(G) is very simple: One node of G rst accumulates I(G), and then it broadcasts I(G) to all other nodes. Unfortunately, we cannot use this scheme to get systolic gossip from systolic broadcast and systolic accumulation, because we have to use every edge of an optimal broadcast (accumulation) scheme in both directions in each repetition of the cycle of a systolic gossip algorithm which already increases the time for the broadcast phase twice. Thus, using this straightforward idea we only obtain the following.
Theorem 2.6 Let G be a communication network of degree bounded by some positive integer
Proof. Let The next sections deal with the systolic gossip problem in concrete networks. The next Section 3 is devoted to gossiping in paths P n . For systolic algorithms in two-way (telephone) communication mode, the optimal gossip algorithm for paths is in fact a 2-systolic communication algorithm. For the one-way (telegraph) communication mode, upper and lower bounds on k]{sr(P n ) are proved which di er only in a small constant independent of n and the length k of the period. More precisely, we show that for any n 2, k 4, k]{sr(P n ) = k k ? 2 (n ? 2) + c n;k for some constant 0 c n;k 3:
As a consequence, we obtain that for the one-way communication mode one can systolically gossip faster in P n with a longer period k. More precisely, for growing period k, the function r(P n ) of n can be approached more and more but never achieved (namely k]{sr(P n ) (1 + " k ) r(P n ) and lim k!1 " k = 0). Section 4 is devoted to gossiping in complete k-ary trees T h k for k 2. Surprisingly we show for su ciently large periods d (d independent of the depth h of the tree and depending only on the
for any h 2 IN, i.e. we can systolically gossip in complete trees in optimal gossip time in both modes. We also show for the minimal possible period length d = k + 1 of any two-way systolic communication algorithm for k-ary trees that k + 1]{sr 2 (T h k ) r 2 (T h k ) + 1.
Systolic Gossiping in Paths
In this section we consider systolic gossiping in the path P n of n nodes. For the two-way mode, we can nd a systolic gossip algorithm for P n with an optimal period length that works as e ciently as the algorithm in the general gossip mode.
Theorem 3.1 (i) 2]{sr 2 (P n ) = n ? 1 = r 2 (P n ) for even n 2,
(ii) 2]{sr 2 (P n ) = n = r 2 (P n ) for odd n 3.
Proof. The lower bounds for the general gossip mode are presented in HKMP93]. The upper bounds are variations of the algorithms described in HKMP93].
Algorithm A for P n (where V (P n ) = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g, E(P n ) = f(x 1 ; x 2 ); : : :; (x n?1 ; x n )g) has the following systolic period:
A 1 = f(x 1 ; x 2 ); (x 3 ; x 4 ); (x 5 ; x 6 ); : : :g, A 2 = f(x 2 ; x 3 ); (x 4 ; x 5 ); (x 6 ; x 7 ); : : :g.
A simple analysis shows that Algorithm A takes n ? 1 rounds if n is even and n rounds if n is odd.
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Note that for an optimal gossip in P n , the period lengths in Theorem 3.1 are the best possible. Any systolic algorithm for P n must have at least period length 2. Let us turn to the one-way mode of communication now. For the complexity of systolic gossiping in the path P n of n nodes, we obtain upper and lower bounds which are tight up to a constant. An important observation contrasting to the two-way case is that there is no constant d such that d]{sr(P n ) = r(P n ) for every n 2 IN. Instead, the next theorem shows that one can essentially gossip faster in P n with a longer period k. For growing k, r(P n ) can be approached more and more but never achieved.
Theorem 3.2 For any n 2, k 4:
Proof. Let us rst describe the upper bounds.
(i), upper bound for even k:
Let us rst assume that n is a multiple of k ? 2. Then the path P n is divided into subpaths B 1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B n=(k?2) of k ? 2 nodes as follows:
B i := f(k ? 2) (i ? 1) + 1; (k ? 2) (i ? 1) + 2; : : :; (k ? 2) ig for 1 i n=(k ? 2).
In each period, the systolic one-way gossip algorithm A does the following:
1. Gossip in B i for all 1 i n=(k ? 2).
2. Exchange the information between the endnodes of adjacent blocks.
As k?2 is even, Step 1. takes k?2 rounds by using the well-known gossip algorithm described e.g. in HKMP93] in each block B i , 1 i n=(k ? 2).
Step 2. can be achieved in 2 rounds.
Thus, the period length of the systolic algorithm is k. For a complete gossip, it is enough to ensure that the message I 1 from the left end of the path reaches the right end of the path, and that the message I 2 from the right end of the path reaches the left end. With each period (of length k), I 1 moves one block to the right, and I 2 moves one block to the left. Hence, after n=(k ? 2) ? 1 periods, i.e. after k (n=(k ? 2) ? 1) rounds, I 1 has moved to block B dn=(k?2)e , and I 2 has moved to block B 1 . Now, the gossip in the rst k ? 2 rounds of the next period su ces to get I 1 and I 2 to the endpoints. Hence, the overall time is at most k n k ? 2 ? 2: If n is not a multiple of k ?2, we consider the gossip scheme A for a path P n 0 of n 0 := (k ?2) d n k?2 e nodes (where V (P n 0 ) = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n 0 g). Consider the subpath P n = fx`+ 1 ; : : : ; x`+ n g of n nodes wherè
Then the scheme A restricted from P n 0 to P n achieves gossiping on P n in (ii), upper bound for odd k: Let us rst assume that n?1 is a multiple of k?2. Then the path P n is divided into subpaths B 1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B (n?1)=(k?2) of k ? 1 nodes as follows: B i := f(k ? 2) (i ? 1) + 1; (k ? 2) (i ? 1) + 2; : : : ; (k ? 2) i + 1g for 1 i (n ? 1)=(k ? 2).
Note that two adjacent blocks overlap by one node. In each period, the systolic one-way gossip algorithm performs a complete gossip in each block B i for all 1 i (n ? 1)=(k ? 2).
For doing this, the well-known gossip algorithm described e.g. in HKMP93] is used in each block. As the number of nodes, k?1, is even in each block, the gossip takes k?1 rounds. The only problem is how communication con icts between two adjacent blocks can be avoided. This completes the proof of the upper bounds of Theorem 3.2. To derive the lower bounds, we start by introducing the concept of viewing a gossip algorithm as a set of time-paths. This concept has been successfully used in HJM93] to get an optimal gossip algorithm for cycles.
De nition 3.3 Let G = (V; E) be a graph, and let X = x 1 ; : : : ; x m be a simple path (i.e. x i 6 = x j for i 6 = j) in G. Let To see a gossip algorithm as a set of time{paths is mainly helpful for proving lower bounds. A con ict of two time{paths (the meeting of two time{paths going in \opposite directions" at the same node and at the same time of the systolic period) causes some delays in these time{ paths (because of the restriction given by the communication modes). Too many unavoidable con icts mean too many delays, and so one can get much better lower bounds for gossiping in some graphs G than the trivial diameter lower bound. A combinatorial analysis providing lower bounds by analyzing the number of con icts and delays requires a precise de nition and use of these two notions. Thus, we de ne these notions for the one{way communication mode and the path P n as follows. Note that the next de nition essentially di ers from the de nition of con icts in HJM93] because that de nition allows at most one con ict between two time-paths going in opposite directions on the same physical path of the network. The essential point here is that the time-paths from one end-point to another are realized in a systolic manner and that this systolic realisation causes con icts and delays in nodes where the crucial information pieces owing between the two end-points do not meet in a physical time.
De nition 3.4 Let P n = (fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g; f(x i ; x i+1 )ji = 1; : : :; ng) be a path of n nodes. Let Now, we are prepared to prove the lower bounds of Theorem 3.2. Let V (P n ) = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g, E(P n ) = f(x 1 ; x 2 ); : : :; (x n?1 ; x n )g, and consider the paths X = x 1 ; : : : ; x n and Y = x n ; : : : ; x 1 .
Each gossip algorithm A for P n must contain two time-paths X T] and Y T 0 ] for some T = t 1 ; : : : ; t n?1 and T 0 = t 0 1 ; : : :; t 0 n?1 . The aim will be to bound the number of con icts between X T] and Y T 0 ] from below. The fact that each con ict causes a delay of at least 2 on X T] and Y T 0 ] will then give rise to a lower bound on the number of rounds of A. To make the lower bound proof more transparent, we rst show a lower bound which is weaker than the one stated in Theorem 3.2, but which is less technical to prove. Following the de nition of the time-paths X T] and Y T 0 ], we have t 1 < t 2 < : : : < t n?1 and t 0 1 > t 0 2 > : : : > t 0 n?1 . Hence, reldi (i; i + 1) 3; reldi (i; i + 2) 5; . . . reldi (i; i + s) 2s + 1 for s 1: As soon as reldi (i; i+s) k (i.e. reldi (i; i+s?1) < k and reldi (i; i+s) k), there is a con ict in x i+s . It follows that there is a con ict in at least one of the nodes x i+1 ; x i+2 ; : : :; x i+s if 2s + 1 k or s bk=2c respectively. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
The proof of Claim 1 shows that the largest distance between two neighbouring con icts c 1 in x i and c 2 in x j , i < j, can only be achieved if reldi (i; i + s) is as small as possible for any s, i.e. reldi (i; i) = 1; reldi (i; i + 1) = 3; . . . on the X-and Y -direction between the two neighbouring con icts c 1 and c 2 will be referred to as pattern P 1 opt .
The proof of Lemma 3.5 continued. According to Claim 1, there is a con ict in each bk=2c steps. Hence, the number`of con icts in the inner nodes of P n is at least l n?1 bk=2c m ? 1.
As each con ict causes an overall delay of at least 2 on X T] and Y T 0 ], one of the time-paths incurs a delay of at least`. Therefore, the message on this time-path needs at least (n?1)+r ounds. Applying` 
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This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
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The proof of Theorem 3.2 continued. A technically more involved consideration than the one of Lemma 3.5 provides the precise lower bound of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.6 For any n; k 3: k]{sr(P n ) k k ? 2 (n ? 2) : The proof of Lemma 3.6. The core of the proof is to show an improved lower bound on the number of con icts in the inner nodes of P n . To obtain this improved bound, it is not enough to bound the distance between two neighbouring con icts from above. Instead, we will argue about the distance between s successive con icts. The improvement in the argument derives from the fact that the average distance between two neighbouring con icts is less than the maximum distance. Technically, we prove the following fact.
Claim 2 Let c 1 ; c 2 ; : : : ; c s be s successive con icts. Then the distance between c 1 and c s is at most (s ? 1) (k=2 ? 1) + 1.
If Claim 2 is true, one can easily complete the proof of Lemma 3.6 in the following way. Using Claim 2, we see that the number s of con icts in the inner nodes of P n must satisfy ((s + 2) ? 1) (k=2 ? 1) + 1 n ? 1
(if this inequality is not true, then the inner nodes contain at least s + 1 con icts). This implies s 2 n ? 2 k ? 2 ? 1:
As each con ict causes an overall delay of at least 2 on X T] and Y T 0 ], one of these timepaths has a delay of at least s. Therefore, the number of executed rounds of any k-systolic gossip algorithm on P n is at least
Thus, to complete the proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.6 it is su cient to prove Claim 2. Claim 2 will be proved separately for even k and odd k. The proof itself will be an induction on the number s of con icts. For the inductive step, an additional property about the structure of the con icts is needed. Hence, Claim 2 is reformulated in an appropriate way. For this purpose, let us rst specify some further notation. For two con icts c 1 in x i and c 2 in x j , i < j, let dist(c 1 ; c s ) denote the distance between c 1 and c 2 on the path, i.e. the number of edges between x i and x j . Consider the time-paths X T] = X t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :; 
Note that the pattern P 1 opt achieving optimal length bk=2c between two neighbouring con icts c 1 and c 2 ful lls rdi (c 1 ) = 1 and ldi (c 2 ) = (ii) If dist(c 1 ; c s ) = s?1 2 (k ? 2) + 1, then rdi (c 1 ) = ldi (c s ) = 1 according to the induction hypothesis. Hence, the extension from c s to c s+2 must start with rdi (c s ) = 3. The same argumentation as for P 2 opt shows that dist(c s ; c s+2 ) k ? 2 must hold, and if dist(c s ; c s+2 ) = k ? 2 then ldi (c s+2 ) = 1. Hence, (1a) and (1b) hold for s + 2. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.2, too.
2 Thus, Theorem 3.2 provides upper and lower bounds on k]{sr(P n ) which di er only in a small constant independent of n and k.
Corollary 3.7 For any n 2, k 4: k]{sr(P n ) = k k ? 2 (n ? 2) + c n;k for some constant 0 c n;k 3:
4 Systolic Gossip in k-ary trees
In this section we investigate the systolic gossip complexity of complete, balanced k{ary trees. The main result of this section is that there exist systolic gossip algorithms with constant period whose complexity matches the lower bound for even non{systolic algorithms. Let us rst state the lower bound for gossiping in complete, balanced k{ary trees. It is shown in BHMS90] that the gossip complexity in two{way mode r 2 (T) for any tree T is exactly 2 minb(T) ? 1, and that for one{way mode r 1 (T) = 2 minb(T) holds. For a complete, balanced k{ary tree T h k of height h it is not hard to see, that minb(T h k ) is given by k h (for a proof consult FHMMM92, HKMP93] ). This implies the following proposition. To describe our algorithms we introduce the following notations. In a systolic algorithm with period p each vertex has to repeat a communication pattern of length p. For the twoway mode of communication we specify such a pattern by a string of length p over the alphabet C 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k ; P; N. The semantics of this speci cation is that any vertex v performs a communication with its i-th child (parent, resp.) in round j, i the pattern of v contains C i (P, resp.) at position j mod p. The letter N indicates that no communication is performed. In one-way mode we use the alphabet C " 1 ; C # 1 ; : : :; C " k ; C # k ; P " ; P # ; N, where " (#,resp.) indicates that the ow of information is directed towards the root (towards the leaves, resp.). A gossip algorithm can now be given by specifying a communication pattern for each vertex. Note that the patterns of incident vertices have to be compatible in the sense that whenever the pattern of some vertex v being the i-th child of its parent p(v) indicates a parent communication (P; P " or P # ), the pattern of p(v) has to contain the matching communication (C i ; C " i ; or C # i ) at the corresponding position. Another point of view emphasizing on this compatibility constraint is to specify a round of communication by a (directed) matching in the tree, where vertices communicate in the given round, i an edge from the matching connects the vertices. Thus a sequence of p matchings can be used alternatively to specify a systolic algorithms with period p. Note that there exists no systolic algorithm of period k, if h > 1, because in this case there are vertices of degree k + 1. Any algorithm with period k would ignore some edge and no information between the components of the tree connected by this edge can be exchanged. Now we are able to state our rst result, namely a nearly optimal gossiping scheme with minimal period in two mode of communication. Proof. We give a gossiping scheme of period k +1 by specifying the communication pattern of every vertex. All occurring patterns are cyclic shifts of S = (P; C 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k ), provided we substitute the parent communication for the root and the child communications for all leaves by N. In the following we will assume that these obvious substitutions are applied where appropriate, without explicit mention. Let S i = (C i ; C i+1 ; : : :; P; : : : C i?1 ) be the pattern obtained by cyclically shifting the string S i positions to the left. Thus S = S 0 = S k+1 holds. The actual patterns for the gossiping scheme are now obtained recursively as follows: i) the root uses pattern S hmod(k+1) , ii) if v is the i{th child of p(v) and p(v) uses S j , then v uses S (j?i)mod(k+1) .
Four simple observations are in order:
1. The patterns are chosen in such a way that the parent communication of each vertex, being the i{th child of its parent, aligns with letter C i in the pattern of its parent. Thus the given patterns obey the compatibility constraints.
2. The subtree of the rst child of the root performs the given gossiping scheme for T h?1 k . And all vertices of the i-th subtree perform the pattern of the corresponding vertex of the rst tree shifted (i ? 1) positions to the right.
3. In round k(h?1)+i i+1?h h+i( mod (k + 1)) the root performs a communication with its i{th child according to S hmod(k+1) . 4. The leftmost leaf has pattern S 0 = S, and therefore starts with a parent communication.
We now show by induction on h, that this communication scheme performs simultaneously a fast accumulation and a fast broadcasting with respect to the root. From these results we then can conclude our claim. First, we show that after k h rounds the cumulative message of T h k is known to the root. For h = 0 this statement is true. Assume that it holds for all trees T h?1 k , h > 0. In T h k we consider now the i{th child r i of the root. By induction hypothesis and observation 2.) we can conclude that the cumulative message of r i 's subtree is known to r i after round k (h?1)+i?1, for 1 i k. Observation 3.) now states that in the next round k (h?1)+i the cumulative message of the i{th subtree is given to the root. Thus after round k (h ? 1) + k = k h all messages have arrived in the root. At this point it is also worthwhile to mention that not only the root holds the cumulative message after k h rounds, but also its k{th child. This is a consequence of the two-way mode of communication. Before round k h the root knows at least all messages not contained in the k-th subtree and its k-th child knows the complementary information. Since the information in two-way mode is exchanged, both vertices learn the cumulative message in this last round. Next we consider the broadcast capabilities of our scheme. By induction on h it follows that any information known to the root of T h k before round t is broadcasted to all vertices after round t + kh ? 1, if in round t a communication with its rst child is performed, and after round t+kh, otherwise. For the induction step we observe that all children of the root obtain the broadcast information before round t+k, if in round t the root communicates with its rst child, and before round t + k + 1, otherwise. Since for all vertices each parent communication is directly followed by a communication with the rst child, we can inductively assume that the broadcast in the subtrees is nished after round (t + k) + k(h ? 1) ? 1 = t + kh ? 1, or round (t + k + 1) + k(h ? 1) ? 1 = t + kh, respectively.
Concerning the gossip complexity of the communication scheme we now can argue as follows. After kh rounds the cumulative message is known to the root and its k{th child. According to the communication pattern of the root in round kh + i + 1 the i-th child is informed. The broadcasting of the cumulative message in the i-th subtree is therefore nished after round kh + i + 2 + k(h ? 1) ? 1, for 1 i k ? 1, and in the k{th subtree of the root after round kh + 1 + k(h ? 1) ? 1. Thus the time critical subtree is the (k ? 1)-st subtree. The broadcast in this tree and the entire gossip is nished after round 2kh.
The above algorithm is not time-optimal. When the root has received the cumulative message for the rst time | after kh rounds | this message is delayed by one round because of the N in the communication pattern of the root. To overcome this delay the root should perform a pattern like (C 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k ; C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C k?1 ; : : :). But such a pattern does not t within k + 1 rounds, thus we have to increase the period to proof the following Theorem.
as before. It is now easy to check that r 1 ; : : : ; r k?1 indeed perform their child communications exactly as before, especially that r j , for j k?1, holds the cumulative message of its subtree after round k(h ? 1) + j and passes the overall cumulative message in round kh + j + i + 1 to its i{th child. It follows that the broadcast of the cumulative message in the subtree at r j for j k ? 1 is nished after round 2kh as before. Since the broadcast in the subtree at r k is performed synchronously with the broadcast in the subtree of r k?1 , we can conclude that gossip is performed in 2kh rounds. This yields Note that the lengths of the periods in the time-optimal and nearly time-optimal gossip schemes from Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 di er only for k = 2 and 4.
Conclusion
Here we discuss the results achieved and formulate some of the main resulting open problems.
In this paper we have introduced the concept of systolic communication. In Section 2 we have shown that the complexity of systolic gossip is at most four times the complexity of systolic min-broadcast. This contrasts to the general relation r(G) 2 minb(G) for any G BHMS90].
Open problem 1. Can the multiplicative constant 4 in the result 2k]{sr(G) 4 k]{minsb(G) + 2k of Theorem 2.6 improved? Note that 2 does not su ce because due to Theorem 3.2, k]{sr(P n ) d k 2 minb(P n ), where d k > 1 for any k 2 IN, holds. On the opposite, trees are the hardest graphs for the relation between general gossip and min-broadcast (r(T) = 2 minb(T) for any tree T), and we can prove d]{sr(T h k ) = 2 minb(T h k ) for some suitable constant d. This gives us hope for a much better relation between systolic gossip and broadcast than the relation given in Theorem 2.6. Section 4 shows that we can systolically gossip in T h k in the optimal gossip time r(T h k ) r 2 (T h k )]. We only have to pay for this with a systolic period longer than the minimal possible period length k + 1 2k + 2] for one-way two-way] systolic communication algorithms for T h k .
Open problem 2. What is the minimal period length for a time-optimal gossip? Which time can be achieved by a 2k + 2]-systolic one-way gossip algorithm? (An upper bound of 3kh ? (k ? 1) can easily be obtained for 2k + 2]-systolic gossiping.)
